The red festive [auienus] the maritime shore. 

To have asked you own often thinking, O Probus, with the mind and feeling, the situation of the Tauran sea the capons in order that was prevailing which with these with the commendable faith the spaces outermost of the lands were preventing, you enter! willingly it of the effort, in order that to you this was being illuminated desiring with the song. 

You speak I have thought not obviously the form of the area of him/it as with the ancient pages with the luxuriant day not to lie underneath to the feeling your and as through the all man of our breath I had taken the day more separate reading. 

The others have envied insomuch as, which may be with the expense to you not with the any, of the countryman and hardship I think. 

With these I add and that, the free you own in the place of to me to be with the love and with the chain of the blood. 

Nor enough that may be, if the cognisant you the letters and with the being open-mouthed pharynxes of the old times the lairs to have drunk always, to be of the wide-spreading breast, with the feeling large, the continual thirst of the such with your to be to the heart and to be with you before the other I may mention told. 

Why in-effectually I might shower the secrets of the things into not tenacious? 

Into not [seguacem] the deep which may yelp? 

The much therefore, the much have forced me, O Probus, the requested thing to you in order that I was paying. 

That and of the parent I have believed the duty to have been, desiring if to you more substantial and more excessive the muse my deserves. 

To give desired s/he/it is obviously not of the sparing man, with the augur leek new of the service most high of the kind mind and enough honourable s/he/it is. 

Asked, if you hold, which might be of the Maeotan situation of the sea. 

I was knowing Sallustius it to have given, the sayings and with the all men of him/it of the pre-judged authority to be led I was refusing not. 

About of him/it then celebrated, the delineation, which the principle and the likeness of the places I am out-pressed effective of the stylus and truth nearly into the gazes has given with the charm to the tongue, much of the things we have joined out of accepted with the notebooks of the very many. 

Hecataeus that of yours obviously will be Milesius and Hellanicus Lesbius, Phileus likewise Athenian, Caryandaeus [Scylax], Pausimachus thence, ancient has begat which Samuses, that and Damastus born with the noble [Sige] and with Rhodus to Bacoras of the rising, [Euctemon] likewise with the city of the compatriot Attic Sicilian [Cleon], Herodotus him/it/theirself Thurius, then which the great glory is to be spoken, Attic Thucydids. 

Here again you will have, the district of my heart O Probus, whatever through the sea of the islands is elevated (through the sea that of course, because after the holes of the being open-mouthed circle from the relying on with Tartessius and Atlanticuses to the waves at a distance positioned into all the way the clod overthrows our sea) and the curved bendings and with the projection, (in order that with the flat himself the shore with the situation extends, in order that far into the waves the yokes insert himself) and high in order that the cities are beset with the sea, which rising the river will have showered most great, as prone the seas the whirlpool the rivers enter that themselves turned back often surround the islands and may bend widely as safe the arms of the port, in order that the pools are unfolded, as the lakes may lie, of sharp stones, in order that the mountains lighten the whirlpool of the deep and may draw the woods as the white wave of the whirlpool. 

Of the effort but the boundary of our man this will be, Scythicus as the depths and the sea of the Euxian open sea and if any in that marble the islands swell, may be unfolded. 

The remainders again are written with us in that more abundantly with the book, we have made which about the bereft with the shores and parts. 

As open to the true you own the tell-ing of the sweat of this and may be of the effort my the narrative of the little work somewhat more high we will begin. 

You through the inmost liver you lengthen! you put!, insomuch as these the faith petitioned far supports and elicited out of the authorities. 

The circle of the open land freely lies and with the circle turned back the wave is surrounded. 

But which penetrates the deep himself own the stone with Ocean from all the way, in order that the whirlpool this of our sea far is unfolded, is the Atlantan serving bowl. 

This [Gadir] the city is, said Tartessus earlier, are here with Abila and Calp of the persevering column of Hercules, this left hand of the said earth, to Libya is near Abila. 

With the hardship resound and this of the projection of the yoke rises the head, [Oestrymnin] that has said the time more old, and the high whole mass of the rocky peak into being warm especially you incline the friend. 

Under of this but with the whirlpool of the projection the bending Oestrymnan parts with the inhabitants, in which the islands with himself stretch forth Oestrymnids, loosely lying and with the metal the rich men of the silver-lead alloy and lead. 

The much strength this of the tribe is, the arrogant mind, the effective skill, doing business the continual concern with the all men, and with the spun skiffs wild widely the sea and that abounds cut the whirlpool of Ocean. 

Not these have covered the keels obviously with the ship and know with the husks of grain, not with the fir tree, as the use is, bend the kidney-beans, but run through of the salts to the thing towards the wonder the vessels with the contiguous always adapt with the skins and skin huge often. 

But hence with the two into the sacred, thus ancient they have said the island, with the suns of the established running s/he/it is. 

This between the waves lies much the earth, and the tribe of Hiernuses tills her/it widely. 

The near turned back the island extends Albionus. 

With Tartessiisqu into the boundaries Oestrumnidum to be done business the custom was being. 

Of Carthage also the farmers and the common people between stirring the columns of Hercules these were approaching the seas, which to Himilcus Carthaginian to the months hardly four as him/it/theirself with himself own with the thing has referred to have approved swiming, asserts to be able to be transmitted. 

Thus with the nobody widely the breezes defeat the raft, thus the slow moisture of the lazy sea is astounded. 

Adds and that: 

The most much between the whirlpools to stand out the dye and often of the brushwood in turn to uphold the stern. 

This nevertheless not into the depths says the backs male to be dropped and with the small of the waters hardly to be over-weaved only. 

To fall always here and here to the bridge the wild beasts, the clinging vessels and faintly sudden to inter-swim the beasts. 

If any hereafter from Oestrymnan islands may intend to push the small sailing boat into the waves, with the axle the brightness grows stiff which with Lycaonas, Ligurum hollow enters the earth of the inhabitants. 

Insomuch as with the hand of the Celts and with the thick formerly with the battles the empty countries are with Liguresqu of the stroke, as often the chance conducts some, generally the thorn bushs. 

The thick with these the worry with the places and the stiff cliffs and are inserted with the sky of the mountains of the threat. 

And indeed the swift tribe this by day between the limited spaces separate of the rocks has led the day from the waves. 

For to the salt s/he/it was being fearing ancient on account of the danger, after the quiet and the leisure with the security reinforcing has persuaded the boldness to the deeps to be conveyed to the beds and into the marine now have dismounted the places. 

After those turned back which above of the fact we are great opens Ophiussa of the spread out sea bending about all the way. 

Turned back from the shore of this inward towards the sea, with the male which to penetrate I have said before himself to the lands, the each Sardum call, seven days the way is stretched to the infantry. 

Ophiussa again so great is spread out you hear the side how great to lie with Pelopas the island of Graiuses in the field. 

This is the sayings with the first with Oestrymnas the places and the countries with Oestrymnicas the inhabiting, after the much the serpent [effugauit] the inhabitants and has made the empty clod of the name his/her/their. 

And the sea roars around the islands inhospitable two thin on account of the places. 

Aryium turned back swells projecting into the rude north running but hence with the divisions all the way into the effective columns of Hercules five is of the days. 

After the marine is the island of the herbs abounding and with Saturn sacred. 

But the strength into the so great those is natural, as if any will have constituted this with the in-sailing, soon sea may be caused near the island, him/it/theirself may be shook and the everything may leap up the open sea high in-trembling for the rest towards the turn of the pool with the silent sea. 

The projection rises hereafter to Ophiussa into the breezes, and extends from the yoke of Aruius into these of the places of the two-day running. 

But which parts thence at length the bendings, not whole with the one easily navigable with the wind recedes; 

Insomuch as you will have constituted the middle with the west wind bearing, the remainders require the friend. 

And red thence if the any with the foot of Tartessiuses petitions the shore, may excel the way hardly with the light fourth. 

If any towards our sea and will have stretched the port of Malaca the path, into five suns the journey is. 

Then the Cempsan yoke rises. 

The island with Achal called from the inhabitants lies underneath again. 

Scarcely the faith is to the narrative before the wonder of the plaintiff, but the crowded enough authority may support which, say in the borders of this island never to be the form equal to the remaining whirlpool. 

The brilliance everywhere obviously to belong with the waves of the glass towards the brightness and through the depths of the marble [coeaneam] in the waves to be the certainty is the likeness. 

To be combined but in that place they remember always the sea with the dirty mud old and with the filths as the full of dregs whirlpools [haerescere]. 

Cempsuses and have the steep Sefs with the necks to Ophiussa in the field. 

Near these the persistent Ligus and Draganus the offsprings under the full of snow especially with the north had arranged the home. 

[Poetanion] but is the island towards Sefus the wide and wide-spreading the port. 

Thence to Cempsas the peoples are adjacent Cynetus. 

Then the Cynetan yoke, the star-al which the act of leaning of the light is, high swelling the outside of the rich Europe into inclines that abounds the open sea of Ocean. 

The old the river he/it through Cynetas disappears and furrows the clod. 

Is spread out turned back the serving bowl and the hole earth into the noon extends. 

With the remembered from the river with the twin himself sudden the rivers tear and through the bendings of the prediction the thick fluid (obviously this grows fat the depths with the all mud) you bend! under strain thrust the streams. 

This rises himself of the islands own high the whirlpool of the two. 

The minor of the name is lacking, the tenacious custom with Agonida has called other. 

The sacred rock of Saturn in-dreads thence with the cliffs and him/it/theirself. 

The pushed against sea and the shore widely boils rocky is stretched. 

The hairy here the she-goats and were concerning of the earths much with the inhabitants the he-goat overgrown with thorn always, into the use of the camps and with the seamen the veils more lengthened and heavy feed the hairs. 

Hence the saying towards the river of the sun of the one the way is, with the tribe and Cynetus this boundary. 

Tartessius the field with these adheres and the earth Tartessus the river besets. 

Thence the yoke hallowed with the west wind is stretched. 

Finally you keep away the summit with the west winds called. 

The high but the peaks with the yoke are raised of the whirlpool. 

The much swell mounts the breezes and over-settling as if the mist always the cloud puts the head. 

The all area thence especially with the grassy ground is, misty continual with these inhabitants the archs are, the compressed air and more thick day and with the custom of the night the crowded dew. 

The nobody, as is accustomed, the breezes are inflicted, the nobody shatters on top the brightness of the came breath, lies on you hesitate! the mist is wet the lands and the ground widely. 

If any may pass Zephyriduses the citadel with the raft and may be inflicted to the whirlpool of our sea, will be borne immediately of the west wind with the breezes. 

The yoke thence turned back and sacred to the lower goddess and the rich sanctuary, [penetral] of the secret hole and the blind innermost temple. 

The much near is the stake with Erebea the said. 

That and the community of Herbus is brought to have stood with these places with the ancient day, which spent of the battles with the seasons dissolves the rumour and the name the open seas to the earth. 

But Hiberus thence flows the river and makes fertile with the wave the places. 

The most much out of him/it/theirself bring the said Hiberuses, not from that river for whatever is adjacent the river of the tribe of this setting towards the axle, name Hiberia. 

The part again eastern holds Tartessiuses and Cilbicenuses. 

With Cartar after the island is and I may go some time ago, flowed and the enough faith is, Cempsuses have held. 

Of the neighbours afterwards with the war of the stroke, you vary! the places with himself have advanced the question. 

More hollow thence the mountain swells. 

And Graia from him/it/theirself the tongue [cassiterum] has called more ahead silver-lead alloy. 

Thence of the sanctuary the projection is and which ancient the name of Greece holds, with Gerontas the citadel is afar. 

Insomuch as out of that Geryona formerly called we have taken. 

Here the mouths widely are Tartessiuses of the bending. 

And with the saying from the river into these with the sterns of the places the way is to the day. 

[Gadir] this is the town, for the tongue of the Carthaginian was calling the enclosed place [Gadir]. 

With him/it/theirself given Tartessus the earlier times is. 

The much and the wealthy community with the ancient time, now in want of, now of the shallow water, now O destitute, now the rampart is of the falls. 

Us here of the places, besides Herculanea the solemnity we have seen wonderful the nothing. 

But the strength in those the so great or the so great glory with the ancient age under the faith of the things has been, the king as arrogant and very powerful of the all men, the tribe was having perhaps then which with Maurusia, to the Octauian prince most acceptable and of the letters always in the eagerness the mane of a horse and I flow between divided with the sea, might believe more bright himself own with the duumvir's rank of the city of that. 

But Tartessus the river spread out of the Ligustian lake through the area free from obstacleses on all with the gliding up binds the island. 

Nor that with the single extent is rolled along or single furrows the lying underneath earth, inflicts into the fields three mouths obviously with the part from-oh of the light, with the mouth the two-times with the each twin southern of the community besets. 

But the mountain presses on the swamp Argentarius thus from the ancient said out of the appearance of himself. 

With the pool that insomuch as shines the sides with the very many and vomits out more into the breezes afar the light, when the sun from the fire high will have struck the yokes. 

He/it same the river but has wished with the waves of the heavy pool the shavings and imports with the fortifications the rich metal. 

With which hereafter from the sea of the salted stream huge through the middle to the regal sun recedes, the tribe dwells near Etmaneus. 

And thence turned back up to the crops of Cempsuses Ileats with the field with the fruitful himself extend. 

Truly the maritime Cilbicenuses seize. 

With Gerontas the citadel and the projection of the sanctuary, as above we have spoken out, the middle open sea prevents and between the high, of the rocks the serving bowl goes. 

The yoke towards the second is disclosed the great river. 

The mountain of Tartessiuses hereafter is elevated with the woods dark. 

Hence Erythia is the wide island the clod and of the law formerly Carthaginian. 

The farmers of the ancient Carthage have had her/it with the first obviously and I flow between is torn from the mainland five through the stades with the male Erythia. 

From the citadel which the setting of the day is, to the marine Venus is the consecrated island and the temple into those you will have came and [penetral] the hole and the oracle. 

With the mountain from that, I had said which to you to dread to the woods, when you have came, the leaning back shore and soft of the sands lies, into which Besilus and Cilbus the rivers push the stream. 

After into the setting day Sacrum raises arrogant the rocks the yoke. 

The place, Greece has called this with Hermes formerly. 

With Hermes the leek of the earths the fortification is, fortifies [interfluumque] on the other side the lake. 

And the others turned back of Hercules say the way to have spread obviously the seas Hercules is brought, the journey in order that was extending with the easy prisoner of war to the flock. 

To the leek that with Hermes justly under Libycuses to have been only some time ago the very many authorities bring. 

Nor the to be rejected witness is Dionysius, to Libya to be the boundary which teaches Tartessius. 

To Europe in the field, because to be called from the inhabitants I have indicated Sacrus, the projection is transferred. 

The places and which the thin sea flows between. 

Which with Hermes the leek or the saying of Hercules is the way, to Amphipolas of the city the inhabitant [Euctemon] says, not are extended the more to have of the length only as one hundred and eight thousands and to be prevented the lands with the thousands the tribes. 

Here Herculanas stand to the column, we gather which bordering the manner of the each to be had. 

Are you settle! up again the projecting stones with Abila and Calp. 

With Calp in the Spanish ground, of Maurusiuses Abila is. 

Insomuch as the tribe of the Carthaginian call Abila, the mountain which high with the barbarian is, it is with the Latin, to be said as the authority Plautus is. 

With Calpequ turned back in Greece the appearance of the hole and is called of the jug of the smooth strength. 

Athenian says [Euctemon] likewise not to be the stones or the whirlpools to rise with the part out of each. 

The earth of Libycus to the only Europe and I will burn s/he/it remembers the islands two to lie between; 

To be called s/he/it says these of Hercules the columns; 

S/he/it concerns the stades thirty these to prevent; 

To dread with the woods on all and inhospitable always to be with the seamen. 

To belong obviously s/he/it says to those of Hercules and the temples and the altars. 

To be imported the foreigners with the raft, with the god to make offering, to depart with the swift foot, the sin thought to detain in the islands. 

About and nearly with the most much extent thin lying delivers to remain at length the sea. 

The laden vessels to approach prevail not the places the shallow water on account of the stream and fat the yellow dye of the shore. 

But if the will perhaps will have conquered to conduct which the keel, to remove with the division the weights, and with the trivial skiff thus to be carried over with the open sea. 

But towards the columns whatever is inter-poured of the wave boiling, the stades seven hardly Damastus says to be. 

Caryandaeus [Scylax] the middle stream so great between the columns asserts to suffer the how great agitation with Bosporus is. 

Beyond these columns near the side of Europe the villages and of the city of the inhabitant Carthage they have held formerly. 

The custom but with those this was being, in order that more level the rafts were weaving with the farm, with which skiff more spread out back more short of the sea might flow ahead. 

Again into the setting blow from these columns the whirlpool to be of the in-boundaries, widely to suffer the sea, I have extended with Himilcus of the salts s/he/it delivers. 

The nobody has approached these relying on, no the keels I am levelled that has inflicted, which with the deep may lack the breezes defeating and the nobody may please the stern breaths skies, hereafter concerning the brightness with the certain cloak to the garment but I cloud, always the mist may put the whirlpool and more thick the cloud may last with the day. 

Ocean that is, of the vast circle at a distance will be roared! around, that most great sea, this whirlpool the shores soliciting, this of the inmost salt will be watered!, this parent of our sea. 

And bends most obviously from without the bendings and our man into the circle strength of the depths slides. 

But we will speak us most great to you four. 

The first of this therefore into the earth the ingratiating is Hesperius the agitation and Atlanticum the open sea; 

With Hyrcana turned back with the wave, Caspium the sea; 

Of the Indian salts, the backs of the Persian wave; 

With Arabsqu the whirlpool under the being warm now notable. 

This the use formerly has said Ocean old. 

With Hyrcana turned back with the wave, Caspium the sea; 

With the long the whirlpool of this with the circuit is unfolded and is revealed with the side at length roving. 

Generally with the thin leek the open sea is stretched, in order that covers hardly the sands of the lying underneath. 

Excels but the whirlpool the crowded dye, and the agitation here with the waterlogged ground is hindered. 

The strength of the beasts inter-swims the all sea and the much terror out of the wild beasts inhabits the seas. 

These formerly to Himilcus Carthaginian to Ocean above to have observed with himself own and has referred to have approved. 

This us from the most within with the annals of the Carthaginian you lengthen! with the long time we have published to you. 

Now the running back may be towards the earlier timeses with the stylus. 

Therefore to the column, as I had said, with Libystidas to Europe in the field the obstacles rises the others. 

This Chrysus of the river enters the high whirlpool, beyond and before four tribes till. 

For are wild with this Libyphoenics in the place of are Massienuses, the powers with Cilbicen are fruitful the fields and the rich men Tartessiuses, which are extended into the Calactan bending. 

These near but soon the yoke Barbetium is and the river is of Malacha with the city with the synonymous more ahead Menac which called with the age. 

He/it the island of Tartessiuses of the law surpasses the city, to Noctiluca from the inhabitants hallowed some time ago. 

In the island the pool likewise and the safe port. 

The town with Menac above. 

Which himself from the waves the area said subtracts, Silurus with the deep the mountain swells with the top. 

Enters the huge rock and the sea the depths rises thence. 

The ship this formerly crowded out of himself to be called under the noise to Graius has given. 

And the sanctuary about all the way of Venus and of Venus the yoke the shore reclines. 

Again in that shore the thick communities before with Phoenixqu have stood the much has had these some time ago the places. 

The in-hospitable now the sands the deserted earth extends, bereft the grounds of the gardens are dirty and lie. 

You will have came from the said yoke s/he/it is observed with Hermes of the earth of Libycus at a distance, which before has said. 

The shore this turned back extends empty of the inhabitants now and of the downcast ground. 

Again before and the cities here have stood to the most much and the much peoples have celebrated the places. 

Namnatius thence of the port bends the town near himself Massienus with the deep from the sea and bending in the most within the city with Massiena rises with the high fortifications. 

After the yoke with Tret projects and the short catalogue nearly with Strongyl stands the island. 

Hereafter in the borders of this island immeasurable the back pours out the sides the stake. 

Theodorus in that place (nor to the numbness there which may be in the wild and the enough barbarian in the place of the surname of this Greece you take with the noise) the river creeps forth. 

Those the earlier times of Phoenicia the places were living. 

Turned back hence himself of the shore the sands and the shore with this pour three islands have surrounded widely. 

This boundary formerly has stood of Tartessiuses, this with Herna the community has been. 

Gymnets had occupied that of your of Sicanus about up to cavity flowing past the tribe the places, now destitute and by day with the inhabitants missing to himself the noisy Alebus of the river disappears. 

After these through the waves the island is Gymnesia, with the people of the inhabitants the old which the name has given, Pityussas and advance with himself to the island thence Baliarium and widely the backs are of the islands. 

And against Hiberuses into up to the yoke of Pyrena the law have advanced near more interior sea widely placed. 

The first the community of them with Ilerda rises. 

The shore extends hereafter the barren sands. 

Hemeroscopium with the each inhabited some time ago here the community. 

Now the empty ground of the inhabitants with the faint pool is wet. 

Sicana the community elevates thence himself, I bring near from the river thus called with Hibericas. 

Nor far from the separation of this river Tyrius of the river binds the town [Tyrin]. 

The overgrown with thorn widely the backs the area extends. 

Berybracs in that place, the rustic tribe and wild, was inter-erring crowded of the cattle the flocks. 

These with the milk with himself own and with the fat cheese very hardly feeding were advancing the breath the turn about of the wild beasts. 

After the yoke of Crabrasia proceeds high and you lay! bare of the shores Onussas of Cherronesus lie about all the way the boundaries. 

The stake through those of Naccaras is extended. 

This name there for to the swamp the custom has given and with the middle of the pool small rises the fruitful island of the olive-oil and stands hence to Minerva the sacrifices. 

Near the communities most much have been. 

Obviously here Hylacts Hystra Sarna and the nobles Tyrichas have stood. 

The name exceedingly old, the treasures of the inhabitants especially memorable, through the shores of the circle. 

Insomuch as besides the fertility of the earth, which sheep, which the vine, which the gifts of the yellow Ceres trains the ground, foreign with Hiberus are conveyed upwards with the river. 

Near the arrogant the sacred mountain the head stretches forth and Oleus the river most nearest cutting of the fields flows between the twins of the yokes the whirlpools. 

The mountain obviously Sellus the name with this mountain is old, was assisting about up to the high of the clouds that the community more ahead Lebedontia with the age is transferred, now the empty field with the home the dens and supports of the wild beasts the beds. 

After these the sands with the most much extent lie, through which with Salauras the town formerly has stood, in which and formerly ancient has been with Callipolas, with Callipolas that, which through the high the height of the fortifications and was entering high through the peaks the breezes, which with soliciting the side out of the huge home to both places of the fishs always the fruitful pool was pressing. 

Thence with Tarracus the town and Barcilonum the beautiful seat of the rich. 

For he/it safe spreads out the arms of the port, [uuetque] always with the sweet drinks the earth with the waters. 

After Indigets of the adversity they advance himself, the tribe those hardships, the wild tribe with the huntings and ceremonies clinging. 

Then the Celebantan yoke into up to the salted extends the backs [Thetim]. 

This to have assisted the community Cypsela now the rumour only is. 

The nobody for rough protects only the steps more ahead city. 

He/it with the most great with the bending of the port parts and the hole widely creeps into the earth of the salts. 

After which the shore Indiceticum reclines. 

Pyrenas about up to the projecting the whirlpool. 

After the shore that, because we have said to lie with the flat extent, the mountain between the waves stretches forth himself Malods and the rocks two swell and the twin whirlpool high of the clouds petitions. 

These between but the port freely lies and with the no breezes the sea is liable. 

Thus the everything, widely with the pre-placed cliffs, you will be solicited the side of the rocks you sharpen!, and between the stones the immovable whirlpool lies hidden, rests the sea, the sea included is astounded. 

The pool thence of the tone of the mountains into to the roots and Tononita is elevated of the cliff continual. 

Through which noisy has wished the foamy sea Anystus the river and the open sea with the wave cuts. 

These near the waves and are salted seas, but whatever of the field goes with the deep from the whirlpool, Cerets the everything and Ausocerets hard more ahead have had, now to be borne under the name the tribe is Hiberum. 

Sordus thence finally and concerning all the way towards more interior sea which carrying pine trees stand to Pyrena the whirlpools between the dens of the wild beasts were leading the day and the countries widely and the seas press the whirlpool. 

In the border of Sordicenus the earth formerly with Pyren the community of the rich home is brought to have stood and this to Massilia the inhabitant of the pains often were living the turns. 

But into [Pyrenen] from the columns of Hercules and with Atlanticus the whirlpool and border to Zephyridas of the shore the running is with the swift raft seven days. 

After the Pyrenees yoke the sands of the Cynetan shore lie, and Rhoscynus of the river furrows them widely. 

With this to Sordicena, as we have said, the ground is of the clod. 

The pool this and the stake obviously expansively extends, and the inhabitants name that Sordic. 

And besides rattling the waters of the huge whirlpool (for near the great the circuit of the wide margin with the winds swells often striking) with the pool Sordus the river disappears this from him/it/theirself. 

And turned back from doors of this disappearing the shore hereafter is bent with the deep and own through the expenses the earth is excavated, the wave the briber and the masses the much of the whirlpool is stretched creeps. 

Three insomuch as in that most great they stand to the island and hard stones the sea is inter-poured. 

Nor far from that the one serving bowl of the earth broken parts and the islands four (but the ancient use has said the all these Piplas) solicits with the depths. 

The tribe more ahead Elesycum you place! this was holding and I will have swum the community was being wild most great the head of the power. 

Here Attagus destroys salting into the sea of the river and O Helicus turned back this stake nearly. 

Hereafter the ancient rumour has delivered Besara to have stood. 

But now Heledus, now and Orobus the rivers empty through the fields and the ancient signs go along the ramparts of the falls of the pleasantness. 

Nor far from those Thyrius with the deep is disclosed the stream [cinorus]. 

Never they may be caused the books of the waves and the whirlpool of Alcyona the quiet may spread always. 

The whirlpool but extends out of the area of this rock himself to the lofty that, which Candidum I have said to be called. 

With Blascus near the island is and with the smooth form the earth is published with the open sea. 

In the mainland and between the heads of the rising of the yokes turned back the backs of the sandy ground are unfolded you follow! pour the bereft shores of the inhabitants. 

Less thence the mountain tall swells the citadel and carrying pine trees. 

The yoke of Setius with the spread out root into up to Taurus concerns. 

The bull the swamp insomuch as of a nation call Oranuses near to the river. 

With the cavity of this Hibera the earth and the rude Ligies [intersecanur]. 

The enough this of the strait of the home and with the thin census the community Polygium is. 

Then with Mansa the village and the town with Naustalus and the city overhangs [haesicae] with the open sea of the tribe and into the sea of him/it the Cassius river flows. 

But with Cimenic the area departs at a distance salted from the stream, with the spread out with the much earth and you shade! with the woods. 

Of the name again the authority is the mountain high the backs. 

Rhone draws the most within ramparts of this with the stream and was concerning with the sea the composed of sharp rocks mass of the threatening. 

Ligurs towards the wave the one-times of the inward sea at a distance have raised. 

But as if the place of Rhone requests in order that I sow more full stream to you. 

Of the stylus tarrying to suffer drew, O my Probus. 

Obviously rising of the river, slipped of the whirlpool roving, which that of the tribe may lick the wave of the river and remains to the inhabitants to the gain how much and of the doors we will speak the separations. 

The full of snow into the breezes raise Alps are inter-cut the yoke from the grounds with the rising and countryside of the Gallic throne with the composed of sharp rocks peak and panting always the breezes with the seasons. 

The vast that and with the mouth himself own expelling with the wild only strength of the being open-mouthed cave furrows in the rising and of the waters first spring I may be sailed but that of the cliff of the raising with himself the side, which publishes the river, of a nation name the column of the sun. 

Indeed with the so great with the peak into up to the high of the clouds the southern sun is transferred that with place oppositing visible is of the yoke not, when soon referring will have constituted the day of the norths the borders. 

You know for to have been the opinion of that manner of Epicureans: 

Not him/it with the setting to be pressed, no to enter the whirlpools, never to be covered, but to fall the universe, you turn! of the sky to run, to animate the lands, to feed with the fodder of the light the arching all and reciprocally with the reliable areas denied bright the torch of Phoebus. 

Cannot safely sentence-translate one word!
Re-if. 

The southern when will have cut the wheel-track, with the Atlantan the light the axle will have bent, in order that conducts into the most above the fire Hyperboreuses, and may bring to Acaemenius himself own to the rising, separate into to the brightness is turned with the curved circuit and goes over the cone. 

Whenever to our gaze will have denied the light source the black night with the sky destroys, and blind our immediately the darknesses cover. 

The day but clear then illuminates those, with the north which with the placed over are stiff. 

When turned back the shade of the night has northern, the all specie leads the splendid our man the day. 

The river goes along but from the spring through Tylangiuses, through Daliternuses, through the crops of Clahilcuses Lemenicus and the field the enough hardships the nouns and the first ear the all wounding, but not being silent to you own on account of your eagerness and our concern. 

S/he/it is spread out again into ten turnings with the running back of the whirlpools. 

The tin heavy, and the mosts deliver, inserts himself own hereafter, the huge swamp, the old custom to Greece has called which [Accion], and will have conducted the steep waters of the pool through the sea. 

Turned back [effluus] and compressing with himself towards the form of the rivers, hereafter Atlanticuses into the whirlpools, into the sea and the west contemplating of us, s/he/it is disclosed and s/he/it furrows the wide-spreading sands five with the victims. 

Arelatus in that place the community is elevated, with Thelin called under more ahead age with Graius the living. 

The much us with Rhone above to tell long the things have conquered to the stylus. 

But never into that the mind will be bent, Europe as with that river and I will assert to be marked apart Libya. 

Phileus with this whichsoever the ancient says you live to have thought. 

To the view downward and scorn the ignorance this may be the barbarian woman and may be specified in name only with the suitable. 

The running is of the hollow with the two days and two nights. 

The tribe hence of Nearchus and O Berginus the community, the fierce Salies, the town ancient Mastrabalas of the swamp, the backs high the projection, because living call Cecylistrius, Massilia and him/it/theirself is, this situation of which city: 

On behalf of the front the shore pre-lies, the thin way extends between the waves, the whirlpool besets the sides, the pool solicits the city and the wave licks the town and the home the spread out community nearly the island is, thus the all sea to the earth has poured in the hands. 

[labos] but formerly careful of the founders the form of the places and s/he/it has overcome closely the natural countries. 

The ancient if any with you helps this into the young of the names to escort. 

